
Software from images to 3D

PIXR³
let your pictures become 3D point clouds in a few clicks!



The software perfect for modelling, architecture, 

heritage, construction, body scanning, vehicle 

collisions, rendering, 3D print, product design, 

game design, movie design, interior design, 

close range detection. Export your creations in 

the most common 3D formats.

With one single click move your data to JRC 3D 
®

Reconstructor  Gexcel software and fully 

integrate your photogrammetric 3D models with 

3D laser scanning point clouds.

3 3 All PixR  and PixR Air projects are fully and 

easily compatible with Gexcel powerful 3D point 
®

clouds software tools as JRC 3D Reconstructor  
3

and PointR . To merge a photogrammetric 

project with a laser scanning survey  has never 

been so easy. 

Data kindly provided by Shanghai Huace Navigation Technology Ltd.



Enjoy in the Air version the same powerful 
3

features of PixR  with a particular customization 

to better fit the needs of a UAV/drone 

photogrammetric project. Perfect for industrial 

measurements, airborne, photogrammetry, 

urban monitoring, remote sensing, cartographic 

and geological surveying, precision agriculture.

3
The PixR  Air customization supports various 

interesting tools as:

Easy PCS georeferencing support - EXIF GNSS 

coordinates manager and conversion - GeoTIFF 

mapping - contour lines generation.

The elaboration speed, the accuracy and the 
3

quality of PixR  powerful algorithms are part of 

the success history of the product. 

(* Product available only for extra Italian market)

*

Data kindly provided by Gexcel Partner GeoLink3D



Import images/video and calibration parameters

  Automatic structure from Motion

   Create dense point clouds

   Create 3D mesh models

    Create 3D textured meshes

     Editing tools and mesh filters

     Extract key points from images

      Scaling and georeferencing models

      Create othoimages and orthomosaics

      Export cameras, point clouds and meshes

®     Export JRC 3D Reconstructor  projects 

DEMS Viewer 

       Masking pictures

      Direct upload of videos in YouTube

        External UV mapping

       Cross sections (single, multiple and along a trajectory)  in .dxf 

     Isolines in  .dxf 

        Projected or geographic coordinate system georeferencing support and conversion

          EXIF GPS coordinates

      Draw tools
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Sales Office: c/o CSMT Via Branze 45, I-25123 Brescia, Italy 
R&D Lab: c/o Polaris Science&Technology park, 
Loc. Piscinamanna, I-09010, Pula (CA), Italy 

www.gexcel.it
sales@gexcel.it 
T. (+39) 0306595001

ADD YOUR LOCAL VENDOR:
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